
Outdoor Recreation Company of 
America (ORCA) is a Tennessee-based 
company whose roots sprouted from 
an idea to build a product in America 

that could withstand the 
rigors of outdoor use.

ORCA® Coolers can handle whatever 
you can throw at them, which is why 

they are certified bear proof and 
backed with a lifetime warranty. From 

a weekend fishing with friends to a 
roadtrip with the family, ORCA® coolers 

keep your food and beverages fresh
so you can focus on enjoying every 

second of life’s adventures.

These rugged roto-molded coolers have 
integrated insulation for maximum 
ice/cold retention of up to 10 days. 

ORCA® Coolers are back - just in time for your next adventure!
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16140 | ORCA® 26 Quart Cooler
as low as $399.99(E) | min. 1
Seafoam (shown), Tan, White

16141 | ORCA® 40 Quart Cooler
as low as $429.99(E) | min. 1
Navy (shown), Seafoam, Tan, White

16139 | ORCA® 20 Quart Cooler
as low as $307.49(E) | min. 1
Navy, Seafoam, Tan, White (shown)

https://orcacoolers.com/blogs/news/huffington-post-calls-the-orca-20-quart-cooler-
one-of-the-best-coolers-to-keep-your-drinks-cold-this-summer

Huffington Post calls the 
ORCA® 20 Quart Cooler one of  
“the best coolers 

to keep your 
  drinks cold this

    summer”!

well...zowie!

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca#
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-26-quart-cooler-16140
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-40-quart-cooler-16141
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-20-quart-cooler-16139

